


Anacleto Mariani

Born in Lissone, Anacleto Mariani could not avoid dealing 
with furnishings and architectural design since his family 
home’s environment has for many generations been the 
carpenter’s workshop his father Angelo ran with his three 
brothers Francesco, Paolo and Custode.

His invincible character and the wish to travel and explore 
soon made him independent; they led him to develop his 
professional and entrepreneurial activity, which he created 
with his wife Brunella, precious and irreplaceable 
collaborator. His style is based on conviviality and direct 
relations, which he cannot do without even when discussing 
the most sensitive topics of his work.

Occasions to organise and furnish spaces that are already 
lived in or to build new residential areas from nothing 
fascinate him and lead him to openly share his original 
perceptions and to involve others in his conceptual intentions 
and creative world.

This brief publication is designed to bear witness to 
remarkable experience, to give credit to a man for having 
persevered in his ideas by dedicating so many years of his life 
to making the life of many people more beautiful and pleasant 
and to distributing dreams in every part of the world where 
he has left the seal of his knowledge.

Acknowledgements and praise to his wife Brunella, his 
companion both in life and work, to his sons Marco and 
Roberto and to architects, collaborators and craftsmen. 
Anacleto Mariani Italia is a firm backed by the commitment of 
many operators and by the intrinsic skill to form a team. Its 
work maintains creative versatility and Italian genius alive 
internationally.

Today the Firm Anacleto Mariani Italia designs and produces 
with the typical Italian style for an extensive clientele in many 
parts of the world.
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As a child my dream was to travel far from 
domestic routine and from the place where I 
was born to discover new worlds and 
different traditions and customs.
This uncontrollable longing has tested my 
skills and ideas through the years.
It has also been away of getting to know 
myself. Today I am on an aircraft, which is 
carrying me home at the end of a business 
trip after I have satisfactorily signed the 
contract for a great new project.
Through the years that dream has become 
both my job and my great passion, which I 
have in common with my wife, Brunella: 
creating and furnishing homes and building 
prestigious residences. Time has rewarded 
my steadfast commitment and respect for 
different cultural frameworks.
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The time for despatch has come. Deadlines 
agreed on with the Purchaser have been 
respected as usual, from visits to building 
yards to define the smallest construction 
and decoration details to regular checks of 
the production of furnishing elements 
manufactured in the various Brianza 
workshops.

The project’s implementation requires the 
efforts and skills of technicians, besides the 
skill and coordination of the Works 
Supervision Department and of experts in 
various sectors to hand the Purchaser a 
finished project. Now we must handle the 
delicate phase of despatch for on site 
installation: assembly of all components of 
construction details, packaging, transport, 
assembly, positioning and laying. Work is 
complex and not void of difficulties but at 
the end everything works out perfectly. 
Everything turns out as always with precise 
and meticulous professionalism.
The management of various organisational 
aspects is carefully and efficiently followed 
by the head-office in Lissone.

The steady work flow involves: telephone 
calls, fax messages,despatches of variations 
on the project and transport of goods. 
Finally the cargo takes flight for distant 
destinations. Intense punctual activity has 
enabled the performance of quality 
installation.

Designing a space is always a unique 
experience, because each habitat has its 
own size and characteristics. For this reason 
the design has a price per square meter (mq), 
concerning style and amount of detail.

To project a custom interior includes the 
design and organization of space, based on 
customer needs, the choice of materials, 
colors, the project development with 
technical drawings and renders in color, 
showing the entire decoration complete 
with walls, floors, ceilings, furniture, 
curtains and lightings.

Once the customer’s project is ready, the 
production will have its price per sqm. The 
production will include the entire furniture 
complete with walls, floors, ceilings, 
furniture, curtains and lighting.

“Turn to key” formula
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Concept of design that celebrates
modern style

Wonderful villa that reflects latest trends of 
modern design.
Pure like a blank canvas, but  luxurious at the 
same time, well finished and cared down to the 
smallest details. Huge windows, brilliant white 
patterns and fabrics, furnishings with linear and 
contemporary silhouette create an elegant, 
harmonious and glamorous space.

LUXURY
MODERN VILLA
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LUXURY
PRIVATE APARTMENT

Wonderful interior design project for a private 
home with contemporary taste and shades: 
each piece of furniture in this house stands for 
modernity, fashion, hightech luxury style. 
Eclectic shapes, harmoniously declined with 
white color, realize unique furniture and 
combine design, functions, materials and colors 
by creating a perfect harmony in spaces. 
Precious furniture designed for everyday use. 

Color combination that
enhance modern style 
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M&B CONSULTING

A stylish office, where colors and shades are 
orchestrated in order to create a mood of visual 
tension. Shiny lacquering, elegant and smooth 
upholstery, wonderful flooring realized in resin 
hand painted and designed and precious 
furniture give to this location a particular 
aesthetic sense, something out of the ordinary. 
Our team, for this project made a skilful work of 
design, planning and use of different elements, 
thereby achieving an eclectic and easy to live 
result. As always we love to dedicate particular 
attention to the very essence of every detail.

Perfect combination between
functionality and design
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BOND COLLECTION

With this collection Anacleto Mariani 
approaches an idea of more contemporary 
luxury, a style that is bond between present and 
past, between tradition and innovation. The 
smooth and elegant Nabuk reigns over and the 
elegance of its workings is able to create a well 
balanced space. The marble, very especial and 
valuable, suggests uniqueness and originality.

Skillful use of shapes
in contemporary style
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ORBITA COLLECTION

It’s said that the sculptor is nothing but a tool, 
able to help the stone to show real form for 
which it has been created. In this way all our 
projects come to life, because the raw material 
has its poetic soul that just need to be freed. It 
all starts from a simple idea, that like a precious 
seed grows among the loving care of our 
designers, then turning into a wonderful flower 
with a thousand peculiarity; gentle in manner, 
in order to reflect a balanced and absolutely 
perfect armony.

Balanced and perfect armony
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Where classic meets modernity

Here, classic meets modernity to create a 
beautiful, enchanting setting. The marble floor 
is harmoniously combined with the geometry of 
the wooden vaults, and each compositional 
detail plays a key role in the space allocated to 
it.

LUXURY
CONTEMPORARY

CHALET
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PRIVATE VILLA

Magnificent villa with a garden and a swimming 
pool, whose harmonious interior is done in 
bright colors. Every detail has been designed to 
make the best use of the available space and 
create an atmosphere of exceptional elegance.

An atmosphere of exceptional elegance
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